Bridge Training Program

Bridge is designed to provide remediation for basic math and English skills for individuals who are considering training or credential testing, or who need to test for employment. Bridge is offered through Adult Education as an enhancement to the basic GED instruction. Who is a good match for Bridge?

* Middle to high school academics that need advancement to train or become employed
* Adults who have a high school diploma but have been away from academics for some time
* Individuals interested in brushing up on academics prior to training
* Individuals who wish to become more comfortable with an online learning environment and increase tech skills and basic proficiencies at the same time

The Timeline:
April 23: begin contacting individuals who match the opportunity using the attached flyer. The flyer has a link to information sessions so that individuals can get additional information without you taking an RSVP.
May 6: first information session at 1 pm
May 20: second information session at 10am via Zoom
Bridge begins in June

Questions? DBVI contact Tish Harris  DARS contact Kate Kaegi